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MAV Aged and Disability Strategy Group: Notes 

Date and time Wednesday 22 November 2017 / Time: 1.30pm – 3.30pm 

Chairperson Ro Marks, MAV 

Location MAV, Level 11, 60 Collins St Melbourne 

Attendees Region Representative 

 Loddon / Mallee 

Hume Moreland 

North Eastern Melbourne 

Goulburn 

Outer Eastern 

Inner Gippsland 

Southern Melbourne 

Bayside Peninsula 

Western District 

Barwon 

Central Highlands 

Western Melbourne 

Brimbank Melton 

Janelle Wheatley, Campaspe 

Sam Sharp, Moreland 

Steve Ward, Whittlesea 

Amanda Tingay, Shepparton 

Debra Styles, Maroondah 

Helen Taylor, Latrobe 

Ros Pruden, Casey 

Joan Andrews, Bayside 

Jan Consedine, Moyne 

Kathryn McBride, Greater Geelong 

Ann Pitt, Ballarat 

Maria Weiss, Moonee Valley 

Coral Crameri, Melton 

Teleconference Loddon / Mallee                           Wendy Gladman, Loddon 

Ovens Murray                               Leonie Painter, Wangaratta 

Outer Gippsland                           Rhonda James, East Gippsland 

MAV Clare Hargreaves, Jan Black, Karen Pritchard, Jocelyn Fuller, Ro Marks 

Apologies Inner Eastern                                Simon Rose, Monash 

Outer Eastern                               Guy Masters, Yarra Ranges 

Outer Gippsland                           Leanne Wishart, Wellington 

 

1.  Welcome / Acknowledgement / Introductions / Apologies All 

 
Summary 

 

 Ro Marks welcomed all attendees and expressed appreciation for their nomination and 
participation. 

 Acknowledgement of the Traditional Owners of the land was given. 

 Introductions made and apologies noted. 
 

2.  Membership and Terms of Reference Ro Marks 

 
Summary 

 

 The list of nominated representatives was considered and clarity sought regarding secondary 
representatives and their contact details. 

 The draft Terms of Reference for the Aged and Disability Strategy Group (ADSG) was 
considered and a revised copy is included with these Notes as Attachment A. 

 It is the responsibility of nominated representatives to the ADSG to circulate agendas and 
notes from meetings to regional colleagues within 2 working days of such, and seek input and 
feedback as required. 

 The first meeting of the ADSG in 2018 will be on Wednesday 7th February – time to be 
confirmed. 

 Thereafter, future meetings will be held every six weeks during the middle of the day and on a 
day of the week yet to be determined, by doodle poll (meeting scheduler). 

  



 

3.  MAV Issues Update  Clare Hargreaves 

 
Summary 

 
An overview of recent activities was provided which included: 
1. A meeting with the NDIA in Geelong at which the challenges regarding the rollout of the NDIS 

were highlighted, and at which agreement was made to the establishment of a planning 
group with representatives from the MAV, NDIA, DHHS, DPC and DSS that would meet on a 
quarterly basis to identify issues and develop solutions to facilitate successful rollout of the 
NDIS. Next meeting scheduled for Thursday 7 December at the MAV. 

 
2. A meeting with the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing, Martin Foley to discuss 

challenges facing councils maintaining continuity of care for people with disabilities during 
the transition period. As a result, the Minister committed to understanding the quantum 
needs of local government stemming from NDIS implementation and senior officers will now 
work with the MAV and councils on finding resolution to presenting issues, which include: 

 Additional funding and flexibility during the rollout period 

 Transparency regarding the basis of funding reductions 

 Advice regarding the charging of fess 

 Clarification of policy regarding the ‘in-kind’ and ‘cash-out’ options during the transition 
period 

 Clarity regarding councils’ role in transitioning clients to the NDIS and finding alternate 
providers 

 Clarity regarding the HACC PYP post 2019 

 In response, a joint planning group of senior representatives from the DHHS now meet 
with representatives from the MAV on a fortnightly basis to progress presenting issues. 
 

3. Anne Congleton (Dep. Sec. Community Participation, Sport & Recreation, Health & Wellbeing) 
and Louise Galloway (A/Director Community Based Health Policy and Programs) will attend 
the MAV Human Services Committee (Councillors and Directors) meeting on Friday 24 
November to update attendees of progress re HACC PYP and other issues. 
 

4. The MAV is facilitating regional meetings with local government Human Service Directors and 
Aged and Disability Managers, NDIA Regional Managers and DHHS Central/Regional Managers 
and LACs to bring key stakeholders together to focus on the client’s experience of 
transitioning to the NDIS and improve cooperation and specific working arrangements at the 
local level. To date meetings have been held in Inner Gippsland, with the Inner and Outer 
Eastern regions and scheduled for Ovens Murray on Tuesday 28 November and Western 
District on Tuesday 5 December. 

 

 
Discussion 

 
1. Steve Ward shared his experience within NEMA that the NDIA held councils and service 

providers at a distance, and did not acknowledge that as a level of government, council was a 
legitimate partner in the rollout.  

2. Joan Andrews advised that despite the recent resolution of Bayside Council to cease as a 
service provider to the NDIA, council did agree that it would continue to advocate on behalf 
of all residents regarding their service needs. 

3. Ann Pitt requested that the MAV acknowledge and advocate on the long-term issues of 
funding viability facing the PYP beyond the NDIA transition. 

4. Leonie Painter asked for a summary of the discussion that was not heard by people on the 
phones. 

 

 
  



 

4.  Aged Care Assessment Jocelyn Fuller 

 
Summary 

 

 An update of work being undertaken in the Assessment space was provided and reference 
made to the recommendations of the Tune report. 

 Currently the Vic Gov (DHHS) has the contract for Assessment and negotiations are underway 
to extend the contracted current arrangements for a further 12 months to 2020. Decision 
anticipated before Christmas. 

 The Commonwealth has concerns about Victoria’s performance levels and these concerns 
have been communicated to RAS Host Coordinators and will be communicated to all CEO’s. 

 An application has been made for the continuation / extension of the RAS coordinator roles. 
 

 
Discussion 

 
1. Jan Consedine raised concerns about some packaged care clients whose packages have been 

exhausted. She advised that Moyne clients were unable to access emergency CHSP services.  
In an emergency, where a HCP client’s budget is already fully allocated, after a RAS or ACAS 
Assessment (the manual suggest this is RAS) additional CHSP services can be obtained on an 
emergency or short term basis. As a RAS, Moyne is seeking a definition for what constitutes 
an emergency or short term allocation and what work is being undertaken around the work of 
HCPs. (Action Ro M) 
Refer guidance from Commonwealth Home Support Programme Manual, April 2017, p 63. 

2. Kathryn McBride stated that emergency services are only able to be accessed if primary 
carers are under significant stress. 

3. Jocelyn Fuller requested that members share any of their experiences around packages and 
assessment so that these can be distributed and learnings amplified. 

4. Sam Sharp advised that her staff are currently under enormous pressure with Assessments 
and that she interpreted the anticipated communique to CEO’s as adding to the pressure. 

5. Business improvement plans need to be informed by the examples from the field to better 
understand how the variable demand is being generated and responded to. 

6. In the Inner and Outer EMRs, Councils have a protocol that enables the LGA’s to share 
Assessments in and out of the LGA’s. 

 

 
 

5.  Aged Care: Workforce Strategy Taskforce Ro Marks 

 
Summary 

 

 An update on the Aged Care Workforce Strategy was provided and a notification of a summit 
to be held on December 4th The summit will bring together a wide range of organisations and 
people with an interest in the growth, skills and quality of the workforce caring for older 
people. The purpose is to: 

 Outline the approach being considered by the Taskforce under its Terms of Reference.  

 Provide an early opportunity for you or your organisation to contribute to the shaping of 
thinking about an industry driven strategy.  

Further information: 
https://eventplanet.eventsair.com/2018-acwsts/acwsts-registration/Site/Register 
 

 
 

6.  NDIS Transition Planning  Clare Hargreaves  

 
Summary 

 

 The need for the NDIA and LACs to do preplanning with councils for their client group as a 
whole was discussed - to streamline the process, open communications and strengthen 
relationships, and facilitate cooperation and seamless transitions of clients. 

 It was reinforced that councils were not funded to source alternate providers for clients 
transitioning. 

 

  

https://eventplanet.eventsair.com/2018-acwsts/acwsts-registration/Site/Register


 
Discussion 

 
1. Steve Ward - asked if there was any hope the PYP funding pool would be increased to meet 

the current shortfalls that NEMA and Ballarat are experiencing. (Ballarat has 180 people on 
their wait list for PYP). It was advised that Ballarat chose the ‘cash out’ option which involved 
a quicker transition of clients without the ‘in kind’ funding transition. 

2. Anne Pitt - has developed a communique regarding the transition and the changes to 
budgets, and Ballarat council’s ability or otherwise to provide services.  

3. Leonie Painter - advised that Wangaratta council is a disability service provider including 
clients with ISP’s. Council is finding it difficult to manage cash and service delivery given the 
funding has been taken earlier than the client is fully transitioned. 

4. Jan Consedine advised that Moyne is a provider, and they have had issues with delays in the 
information in SIGBOX, further, Jan advised that the service plans often do not reflect the 
cost of after-hours work that is required by the client. In some Councils, there is also no 
provision for service coordination. 
 

 
 

7.  Disability Jan Black  

 
Summary 

 

 The Building Inclusive Communities (BIC) program was committed as part of the state 
contribution to the NDIS and is now linked to NDIS rollout and transition. The program has 
been funded through DHHS for services in-scope for information, linkages and capacity 
building activity until June 2018 for areas that rollout this year or earlier. The Department of 
Health and Human Services is committed to negotiating with the National Disability Insurance 
Agency to secure funding until June 2019 for all current providers for services in-scope for 
information linkages and capacity building activity. There is unlikely to be a definitive answer 
until the new year about whether funding has been secured for this further year. The MAV 
continues to press for clarity and advice to be provided as soon as possible to all councils. 

 National Readiness Grants: The MAV has applied for a grant to revisit the State Commitment 
of the BIC funding to the ILC program of the NDIS and continues to advocate for the 
continuation of this state-wide program in its own right. 

 The registration and accreditation scheme for the Victorian disability workforce, was 
discussed refer to Attachment B. 
 

 
 

8.  Other Business All 

 
Summary 

 

 Child Safe Standards – new Reportable Conduct Requirement:  Sam Sharp, Moreland - 
believes that it is unclear what aspects of council’s service delivery will be classified as 
‘Reportable Services’. Clare Hargreaves advised that that people should call Wendy Allen, 
Early Years Adviser at the MAV if they need any clarification regarding Child Safe 
requirements. 

 
 
 
Ro Marks 
MAV Aged & Disability Policy Adviser rmarks@mav.asn.au  Tel: 9667-5514 / 0417 260 958 
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